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Effectively Utilizing Undergraduate Teaching Fellows 
for Optimal Learning Environment
Patrick Gorman, PhD and UTF Meena Barikzi
Mathematics Learning Center
Undergraduate Teaching Fellows(UTFs) focus on 
working with students during class time and outside 
of class in efforts of boosting confidence and 
effective learning for developmental math students. 
In class, UTFs have the capability of applying 
creativity in making lesson plans and activities that 
allows students to be interactive. Outside of class, 
each UTF serves as a mentor to students and 
consults with each student in order to strengthen 
study habits and effective learning. In addition, our 
team has received many awards and have presented 
at  various conferences. UTFs are student employees 
and devote about 10-15 hours a week.
Evidence it Benefits 
Students
Implementation of Teaching Practice
Teaching Practice
Addressing The Needs of 
Students
Most of the students in our developmental math courses 
are freshman or nontraditional students. Because of their 
novice position in their academic journey, students have 
not yet figured out how to be good college students, so 
mentorship is important to effectively help them achieve 
their academic goals. Many of the students who need to 
take developmental math courses are also having a 
difficult time grasping the material, in addition to the 
possibility of severe math/test anxiety. Students also often 
perceive graduate students and professors as “having a 
different background (age, country of origin, 
undergraduate program experiences)” which prevents 
inclusivity within the classroom (Philipp, 2016).
Having an undergraduate teaching fellow in the 
classroom helps students retain tough math concepts 
while also strengthening their study habits and test 
strategies. UTFs help students grasp difficult material 
while also serve as mentors to these students. Knowing 
that there is another person who is not only close in age, 
but in their undergraduate pursuit, provides more comfort 
in being able to discuss concerns on the coursework. It 
allows for students to be more active in their academics 
and promotes an inclusive environment in the classroom.
Resources and Where to Find 
Them
• The following handout is given to each UTF during 
their training in order to explain their exciting new 
role: https://cutt.ly/xrwCtIi
• This website allows UTFs the opportunity to make 
class fun by incorporating various collaborative 
activities: https://cutt.ly/drwCixG
• Feel free to email patrick.gorman@unlv.edu or 
meena.barikzi@unlv.edu if you have any questions or 
inquiries about this teaching practice
Our research/teaching method has been proven to be 
successful from the numerous positive responses in our 
Math Autobiographies. Math Autobiographies, which are 
survey style forms, assess the effectiveness of the course. 
These help students correctly identify helpful study 
strategies and ways to improve, and are given as 
participation assignments at various times throughout the 
course(after an exam, before midterm, etc.). It is evident 
in the responses from these math autobiographies that 
students prefer the UTF style of teaching rather than the 
traditional lecture based method. 
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Traditional vs. UTF model:
A pivotal part of the UTF role is to create and execute 
collaborative learning activities. Collaborative learning 
activities(CLAs) are primarily used in our developmental Math 
courses; however, they can be applicable to any subject. For 
example, math autobiographies are surveys given to the 
students in order to help them figure out personalized study 
strategies and combat test anxiety, but can be used for any 
subject. Our UTFs routinely attend our classes and become 
great mentors to these students, many of whom are 
nontraditional students or in their first semester of college.
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